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F: Full-time  
I: Part-time / Internship  
L: Fellowship  
V: Employer has indicated they have veteran’s hiring initiatives  
N: Employer has indicated they are open to hiring international students for internship positions
**Action Against Hunger | ACF International** (Table 76)  F, I, N

Action Against Hunger | ACF International is an international humanitarian organization committed to ending world hunger. Recognized as a leader in the fight against malnutrition, the organization saves the lives of malnourished children while providing communities with access to safe water and sustainable solutions to hunger. With more than 35 years of expertise in emergency situations of conflict, natural disaster, and chronic food insecurity, ACF runs life-saving programs in over 45 countries.

**Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings**

http://www.actionagainsthunger.org

**All Stars Project** (Table 41)  L, N

The All Stars Project (ASP) is a privately funded national nonprofit organization founded in 1981 which transforms the lives of youth and poor communities using the developmental power of performance, in partnership with caring adults. Each year ASP involves over 10,000 young people in its afterschool development programs in six cities across the country. The organization is supported by tens of thousands of individual donors nationwide that have given $110 million and millions of hours of personal time to share their lives, expertise, and workplaces with some of our nation’s most disadvantaged young people.

**Available Position(s): Fulani Fellowship**

https://allstars.org

**Asian Development Bank (ADB)** (Table 44)  F, I, N

The Asian Development Bank is dedicated to reducing poverty in Asia and the Pacific through inclusive economic growth, environmentally sustainable growth, and regional integration. Established in 1966, ADB is celebrating 50 years of development partnership in the region. It is owned by 67 members and the United States and Japan are the largest shareholders of the Bank. ADB is based in Manila, Philippines.

**Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings**

http://www.adb.org

**Better Business Bureau Serving Metro NY** (Table 99)  I, N

The Better Business Bureau aims to be the leader in advancing marketplace trust by creating a community of trustworthy businesses, setting standards for marketplace trust, encouraging and supporting best practices, celebrating marketplace role models, and denouncing substandard marketplace behavior. The Charity Accountability Program is the core program of the Education & Research Foundation of the Better Business Bureau of Metropolitan New York. This program promotes accountability for local charities, helps establish confidence in the sector, and encourages charitable giving in New York.

**Available Position(s): Charity Accountability Charity Analyst Intern**

http://www.newyork.bbb.org
BRAC USA  (Table 81)  F, I, N
BRAC USA aims to foster a better world by increasing BRAC’s visibility as a development success story, harnessing the power of its friends and ensuring support for a growing number of BRAC organizations around the world to unleash the potential of millions of poor households to create better futures for themselves and their communities. The organization does this through three main program areas: strategic and program services, grantmaking, and public education. BRAC USA seeks business partnerships, strategic alliances, philanthropic and other capital to provide microcredit, health, education and other services sought by people living in poverty, especially women and children, throughout Africa and Asia.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.bracusa.org

Breast Treatment Task Force (BTTF)  (Table 28)  F, N
Breast Treatment Task Force (BTTF) is a grassroots nonprofit organization that facilitates free breast screening, diagnostic follow-up, and treatment to patients without health insurance. Since December 2006, BTTF has delivered $13 million in medical care. BTTF has grown its programs consistently by 15% each year for the past seven years.

Available Position(s): Associate Director

http://www.the-bttf.org

Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce  (Table 37)  F, I, V
Founded in 1918, the Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce is a business assistance and economic development organization dedicated to helping businesses grow and to promoting the economic development of Brooklyn. The Brooklyn Chamber has over 1,500 members, including local, regional, and national businesses with customers or business interests in neighborhoods across the borough. The Chamber’s membership mirrors the Brooklyn business community - from proprietors to large corporations, member businesses represent industries such as financial services, energy, insurance, manufacturing, dining, shopping, wholesale and retail trade, fashion, hospitality, health care, real estate, and communications.

Available Position(s): Director, Member Services; Junior Finance Account Manager, NYC Business Solutions; Part-Time Economic Development Coordinator

http://www.ibrooklyn.com

CAMBA  (Table 60)  F, I
CAMBA is a non-profit agency that provides services that connect people with opportunities to enhance their quality of life. The organization offers integrated services and programs in economic development, education and youth development, family support, health, housing, and legal services. CAMBA serves more than 45,000 individuals and families, including 9,000 youth, each year. The agency helps people who are low- and moderate-income; people who are homeless, at risk of homelessness, or transitioning out of homelessness; individuals living with or at risk of HIV/AIDS; immigrants and refugees; children and young adults; entrepreneurs and other groups working to become self-sufficient.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.camba.org
Cause Strategy Partners, LLC (Table 9) N

Cause Strategy Partners, LLC is a purpose-driven social enterprise that believes in harnessing the power of business for social good. The firm is proud to be a Certified B Corporation and BoardLead is its signature board recruitment, placement, training, and support program. In 2016, Cause Strategy Partners was named an inaugural honoree of the Best for NYC Award for demonstrated impact on the city.

Available Position(s):

http://www.causestrategypartners.com

CCS Fundraising (Table 105) F

Established in 1947, CCS is a strategic fundraising firm that partners with non-profits for transformational change, raising funds today and strengthening organizations for the future. With a perspective and presence that span philanthropic sectors and the globe, CCS works closely with clients to effectively plan, manage, and implement programs that achieve fundraising goals and mission impact. Members of the CCS team are experts in strategic planning, research, development, planned giving, and on-the-ground campaign support. Headquartered in New York, the firm has over 250 professionals and 12 offices throughout the United States and Europe.

Available Position(s): Associate Director, Executive Director

http://ccsfundraising.com

CDP North America (Table 74) F, I, L, N

CDP is a leading international charity founded 17 years ago to address the dangerous threat of climate change. It has since grown to become the world’s foremost system for companies and cities to report on carbon emissions, water stewardship, and deforestation. The organization motivates companies and cities to disclose their environmental impacts, giving decision makers the data they need to change market behavior. CDP North America is an independent 501(c)3 charity, based in New York, which works in close association with other members of the CDP operation throughout the world.

Available Position(s): Director, Project Officer, Senior Project Officer, Intern

http://www.cdp.net

Center for Active Design (Table 69) N

The Center for Active Design is the leading non-profit organization that uses design to foster healthy and engaged communities. The organization takes a multi-disciplinary approach to translating research into practical design solutions and guides the creation and implementation of initiatives that respond to unique community priorities, and result in measurable outcomes. The Center for Active Design’s mission is to transform design and development practice, ensuring equitable access to vibrant public and private spaces that support healthy communities.

Available Position(s):

http://www.centerforactivedesign.org
Center for Education Policy Research, Strategic Data Project (Table 66) F, L

Housed at the Center for Education Policy Research at Harvard University, the Strategic Data Project (SDP) partners with school districts, charter school networks, and state education agencies to bring high quality research methods and data analysis to bear on strategic management and policy decisions. The organization believes that (1) policy and management decisions directly influence schools’ and teachers’ ability to improve student achievement; and (2) valid and reliable data analysis significantly improves the quality of decision-making. SDP believes that if we are able to bring together the right people, the right data, and the right analysis, then significantly better decision-making – as measured by student outcomes – will occur.

Available Position(s): Data Strategist, Strategic Data Project Fellow 2017
http://www.gse.harvard.edu/sdp

Children’s Aid Society (Table 10) I, V, N

The Children’s Aid Society, founded in 1853, serves more than 150,000 children and their families each year, often helping them overcome tremendous odds. Its network of more than 100 cutting-edge programs and services provided at over 40 sites in and around New York City supplies a full spectrum of support. The organization’s nationally recognized programs are models of social service practice and have impacted national child welfare policy.

Available Position(s): Project Coordinators
http://www.childrensaudsociety.org

Coalition for Queens (C4Q) (Table 6) F

Coalition for Queens (C4Q) increases economic opportunity through technology and transforms the world’s most diverse community into a leading hub for innovation and entrepreneurship. C4Q believes that creating a more inclusive tech community with a diversity of backgrounds, cultures, and experiences will strengthen the tech sector and fuel the growth of Queens and NYC tech.

Available Position(s): Program Director, Director of Capital & Growth, Director of Finance, Head of Student Success, Community Manager, Growth & Development Manager, Growth & Development Associate, Operations Associate
http://www.c4q.nyc

Community Health Advocates (Table 2) I, N

Community Health Advocates (CHA), a program of the Community Service Society, provides free and confidential individual counseling and educational community presentations to individuals, families, advocates and providers about health insurance in New York State. The program’s network of community-based organizations and small business serving groups help New Yorkers access the health care they need, understand their health insurance options, and how the health care system works. The Community Health Advocates program offers a compelling model for helping consumers navigate changes in the health care system. As health reform continues to evolve, Community Health Advocates monitors changes, providing expert assistance to individuals and service providers alike in order to ensure that everyone can access affordable, quality health care.

Available Position(s): Summer Intern
http://www.communityhealthadvocates.org
Community Resource Exchange (CRE) (Table 13) F, I, N

For over 30 years, Community Resource Exchange (CRE) has worked to create a more just, equitable and livable city for all New Yorkers. The organization provides strategic advice and technical services every year to more than 300 community-based nonprofit organizations confronting social issues such as poverty and HIV/AIDS in low and moderate income neighborhoods. As one of the most established nonprofit management consulting providers of its kind, CRE provides its clients with information, guidance, resources for nonprofits, skill building and leadership training for Community Based Organizations to make New York City stronger - one community group at a time.

Available Position(s): Director of Business Development, Consultant

http://www.crenyc.org

Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany (Table 77) F

The Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany, Inc. (Claims Conference), an international non-profit organization headquartered in New York, was established in 1951 to negotiate a program of indemnification for material damages to Jewish individuals and to the Jewish people caused by Germany through the Holocaust. This respected organization administers several major programs for the benefit of Holocaust survivors worldwide and actively negotiates with the German government.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://claimscon.org

Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) (Table 96) F, L

The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) is an independent, nonpartisan membership organization, think tank, and publisher dedicated to being a resource for its members, government officials, business executives, journalists, educators and students, civic and religious leaders, and other interested citizens in order to help them better understand the world and the foreign policy choices facing the United States and other countries.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.cfr.org

Directions for Our Youth, Inc. (DFOY) (Table 26) F, I, N

Directions for Our Youth, Inc. (DFOY) is a non-profit community-based youth development organization providing quality out-of-school-time programing in underserved areas of the Bronx and Manhattan for young people enrolled in grades K-12. Its mission is to engage young people as active partners in their own development as they seek to become thriving, self-sufficient adults and agents of change within their local and global communities. DFOY provides over 1,200 students with high-quality content-drive programs encouraging educational enrichment, career awareness, civic engagement, and personal development.

Available Position(s):

http://www.dfoy.org
East Harlem Tutorial Program (EHTP) (Table 45)  F, I, L, V, N

Founded in 1958, East Harlem Tutorial Program prepares students with the academic skills, strength of character, and emotional well-being to excel in high school and college, to lead in their communities, and to realize their best possible selves. EHTP teaches reading, math, and science, provides one-to-one tutoring, prepares kids for college, helps them get accepted, and builds the social skills they’ll need to succeed.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.ehtp.org

Education Pioneers (Table 55)  F, L, N

Education Pioneers, a national non-profit organization, recruits talent from business, law, education, public policy, and other disciplines to work in the field of education through its selective graduate school Fellowship and Alumni Programs. Education Pioneers grooms a new generation of leaders to address the nation’s most critical urban education issues. The organization’s work results in a pipeline of highly skilled, talented people working in the field of education and increases capacity and results in its partner schools, districts and education organizations. Education Pioneers supports alumni as they launch and maintain successful, rewarding careers in the field of education through career counseling, a job board, professional development opportunities, and access to an extensive network of organizations and education professionals.

Available Position(s):

http://www.educationpioneers.org

EmblemHealth (Table 88)  F, N

EmblemHealth is committed to providing affordable, quality health coverage in ways that respect and respond to people’s fundamental needs. The organization pursues this mission by providing a choice of products and networks so members have access to the medical care they need at prices they can afford. EmblemHealth does this by improving the health of members through wellness programs that foster prevention and healthier living and by using technology to ease access to information and services.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.emblemhealth.com

EMILY’s List (Table 12)  F, I

The vision of EMILY’s List is a government that reflects the people it serves, and decision makers who genuinely and enthusiastically fight for greater opportunity and better lives for the Americans they represent. The organization will work for larger leadership roles for pro-choice democratic women in our legislative bodies and executive seats so that our families can benefit from the open-minded, productive contributions that women have consistently made in office.

Available Position(s): VP Communications, Marketing Analytics Assistant, Marketing Analytics Manager, Major Gifts Assistant, Digital Assistant, Digital Content Manager, Designer, Direct Marketing Assistant, Campaign Finance Advisor

http://www.emilyslist.org
Empire State Development (ESD)  (Table 63)  F, V

Empire State Development (ESD) is the economic development arm for New York State. ESD is focused on strengthening New York State’s innovation-based economy through partnerships with its acclaimed universities, promoting entrepreneurialism through the development of incubators, next-generation manufacturing, and technology hubs across the state, and providing hands-on technical and financial assistance to help large and small businesses meet their goals. With so much support for business, New York’s vibrant economy continues to grow.

**Available Position(s): Various Project Manager / Director / VP Positions**

https://esd.ny.gov

---

Eskolta School Research and Design, Inc.  (Table 82)  F, N

Eskolta is an evaluation and design firm that helps educators reinvent schools to make learning meaningful. The organization works with schools, school districts, and nonprofit agencies to develop, test, implement, and codify effective practices for innovatively engaging adolescents in school and preparing them for meaningful careers, community involvement, college success, and engaged citizenship.

**Available Position(s): Development Manager, Project Associate**

http://www.eskolta.com

---

Families for Excellent Schools  (Table 70)  F, N

The mission of Families for Excellent Schools is to ensure that every child attends an excellent school by building coalitions of families and their allies and running campaigns that change education policy. With the commitment of parents and through public policy changes, the organization envisions an America where schools, community organizations, and government leaders work together to guarantee a great education for every child. Currently, Families for Excellent Schools serves more than 50,000 families from over 90 schools in New York, Massachusetts, and Connecticut.

**Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings**

http://www.familiesforexcellentschools.org

---

Federation of Protestant Welfare Agencies  (Table 20)  F, I, N

The Federation of Protestant Welfare Agencies is an anti-poverty, policy, and advocacy nonprofit with a membership network of close to 200 human services and faith-based organizations. For more than 92 years, FPWA has been a prominent force in New York City’s social services system, advocating for fair public policies, collaborating with partner agencies, growing its community-based membership network, and mobilizing its faith-based providers to meet the needs of New Yorkers. Each year, through its network of member agencies, FPWA reaches close to 1.5 million low-income New Yorkers of all ages, ethnicities, and denominations.

**Available Position(s): HR Generalist, Director of Faith Based Initiatives, Interns**

http://www.fpwa.org
Fiscal Management Associates (FMA) (Table 3)  L, N

Fiscal Management Associates (FMA) provides professional services to not-for-profit organizations, empowering them with the customized infrastructure development and support tools they need in order to build the necessary framework to successfully serve their constituents, fulfill their missions, and grow their organizations. FMA offers a range of fiscal management, accounting, organizational, and technology consulting services customized to the specific needs of each of its clients in the not-for-profit sector.

Available Position(s): 2017-2018 Consulting Fellow

http://www.fmaonline.net

Fitch Ratings (Table 21)  F

Fitch Ratings is a leading global rating agency committed to providing the world's credit markets with accurate, timely and prospective credit opinions. Built on a foundation of organic growth and strategic acquisitions, Fitch Ratings has grown rapidly during the past decade gaining market presence throughout the world and across all fixed income markets. The organization is dual-headquartered in New York and London, operating offices and joint ventures in over 50 locations and covering entities in more than 80 countries. Fitch Ratings is a wholly owned subsidiary of Fimalac, S.A., an international business support services group headquartered in Paris, France.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.fitchratings.com

Focus Forward Project (Table 18)  I

The Focus Forward Project provides educational and reentry planning opportunities to people charged with federal crimes who are in pretrial detention and out on bail. The organization believes that reentry planning should begin on day one of a criminal case, and so works with people in the pretrial and pre-sentencing phases of their cases. The centerpiece of the Focus Forward program is a 12-week course which provides participants with tools to better utilize their period of incarceration or probation and plan for reentry. The course is designed to improve reading comprehension skills, teach life skills vital for success, and encourage honest discussion.

Available Position(s): Intern

http://www.thefocusforwardproject.org

Fulbright (Table 87)  F, I, V

Sponsored by the US Department of State, Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs, the Fulbright Program provides funding for students, scholars, teachers, and professionals to undertake graduate study, advanced research, university teaching, and teaching in elementary and secondary schools. Each year, over 1,900 Americans traveling to more than 140 countries receive grants from the Fulbright U.S. Student Program.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.us.fulbrightonline.org
Fund for Public Health in New York City (Table 93) F, I

The Fund for Public Health in New York City is dedicated to the advancement of the health and well-being of all New York City residents. Towards this aim, the organization implements programs to address pressing public health needs, develops private sector support for enhancing the health of New Yorkers, and educates New Yorkers about the role they can play in protecting their own health and the health of their families and communities.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.fphnyc.org

GBChurch (Table 95) I, N

GBChurch serves as a hub for business engagement on the world’s most pressing global health issues. Since 2001, the organization has helped hundreds of companies develop and implement their own global health programs, brokered countless global and local public-private partnerships and connections, and effectively leveraged business advocacy in service of public health.

Available Position(s): Communications Internship, Global Fund Private Sector Delegation Internship

http://gbchurch.org

Girls Education Initiative of Ghana (Table 73) I, L, V, N

The Girls Education Initiative of Ghana (GEIG) provides academic and financial support for girls and applicants with special needs so that they can access higher education and professional opportunities. GEIG will transform the lives of young women in Ghana and improve development and poverty reduction of the country overall by offering higher education and professional opportunities to an untapped source of talent.

Available Position(s): Grant Writer, Development Volunteer, Communications Volunteer

http://www.girlsedgh.org

Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) (Table 98) F, I, N

The Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) is a nonprofit organization dedicated to increasing the scale and effectiveness of impact investing around the world. Impact investments are investments made into companies, organizations, and funds with the intention to generate social and environmental impact alongside a financial return. They can be made in both emerging and developed markets, and target a range of returns from below market to market rate, depending on investors’ specific objectives. The GIIN builds critical infrastructure and supports activities, education, and research that help accelerate the development of a coherent impact investing industry.

Available Position(s): Membership Senior Associate, Communications Associate, IRIS & Impact Measurement and Management Associate, Summer Associate

https://thegiin.org
Grant Thornton (Table 56)  F, I, V

Grant Thornton LLP is the U.S. member firm of Grant Thornton International, one of the leading accounting, tax, and business advisory organizations. Through member firms in more than 110 countries, including 50 offices in the United States, the partners and employees of Grant Thornton member firms provide personalized attention and the highest quality service to public and private clients around the globe.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.grantthornton.com

Headstrong Project (Table 22)  F, I, L, V

Headstrong provides frictionless and individually tailored cost-free mental health treatment to post-9/11 combat veterans in partnership with Weill Cornell Medical College, one of the nation's leading mental health care centers. Headstrong developed a 1st of its kind, individually tailored comprehensive treatment program for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and related issues. Since 2012, the organization has demonstrated measurable success, with clients experiencing improved mood, sleep, school and job performance, family communication, and reduced nightmares, substance use and suicidality.

Available Position(s):

http://getheadstrong.org

Hebrew Union College - Jewish Institute of Religion (Table 67)  F, N

Hebrew Union College - Jewish Institute of Religion is the center of innovation for Jewish life and learning - preparing rabbis, cantors, leaders in Jewish education, Jewish nonprofit professionals, pastoral counselors, and scholars to apply their knowledge, commitment, vision, and expertise to strengthen and transform the Jewish community and larger world. The organization is the largest Jewish seminary in North America and the academic, spiritual, and professional leadership development center of Reform Judaism.

Available Position(s): Grants Officer

http://huc.edu

Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities (HACU) (Table 16)  F, N

The Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities (HACU) was established in 1986 with a founding membership of eighteen institutions. Today, HACU represents more than 470 colleges and universities committed to Hispanic higher education success in the U.S., Puerto Rico, Latin America, and Spain. Thousands of young Hispanics benefit from HACU with internships, scholarships, college retention and advancement programs, precollegiate support, and career development opportunities and programs.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.hacu.net
HR&A Advisors (Table 52) F, L, N

HR&A Advisors, Inc. is an industry-leading real estate, economic development, and program design and implementation consulting firm. HR&A provides strategic advisory services for some of the most complex mixed-use, neighborhood, downtown, campus, and regional development projects across North America and abroad for clients in the public, private, and non-profit sectors. Whether exploring the hidden potential of an abandoned industrial waterfront, advancing resilience policies in light of the enhanced risk of climate change, or illustrating the economic benefits of open space redevelopment, HR&A creates value by providing innovative and creative solutions to the complex challenges of economic development and real estate in urban environments.

Available Position(s): Senior Analyst, Analyst, Research Analyst, Summer Analyst Fellow

http://www.hraadvisors.com

ideas42 (Table 50) F

ideas42 has a clear mission: to use its unique experience as a nonprofit at the forefront of behavioral science to change millions of lives. The organization creates innovative solutions to tough problems in economic mobility, health, education, criminal justice, consumer finance, energy efficiency, and international development. ideas42's approach is based on a deep understanding of human behavior and why people make the decisions they do. Working closely with its partners from government, foundations, NGOs, and companies, the organization has more than 80 active projects in the United States and around the world.

Available Position(s): Associates, Senior Associates

http://www.ideas42.org

iMentor (Table 8) F, L

iMentor builds mentoring relationships that empower students in low-income communities to graduate from high school, succeed in college, and achieve their ambitions. Students work with their mentors one-on-one, in-person and online, to develop strong personal relationships, nurture a college aspiration, navigate the college application process, and build critical skills that lead to college success. In New York City, iMentor partners with public schools to ensure every student in the school receives a mentor. The organization also provides its curriculum, technology, and best practices to help nonprofits run effective programs in the iMentor model. Since 1999, iMentor has connected 11,000 students with mentors.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.imentor.org
Innovations for Poverty Action (IPA)  (Table 47)  F, I, V, N

Innovations for Poverty Action (IPA) is a research and policy non-profit that discovers and promotes effective solutions to global poverty problems. IPA brings together researchers and decision-makers to design, rigorously evaluate, and refine these solutions and their applications, ensuring that the evidence created is used to improve the lives of the world’s poor. Since its founding in 2002, IPA has worked with over 400 leading academics to conduct over 600 evaluations in 51 countries. This research has informed hundreds of successful programs that now impact millions of individuals worldwide.

Available Position(s): Research Analyst, Research Associate, Research Coordinator, Research Manager, and Various Programs Positions

http://www.poverty-action.org

Latino U College Access, Inc.  (Table 101)  F

Latino U College Access, Inc. strives to ensure that all Latino youth have the opportunity to earn a college degree and better position themselves for a more promising future. The organization seeks to level the playing field by partnering with first-generation Latino youth to help them realize their potential and work towards achieving their dreams. Through advocacy, community education, and student workshops, Latino U promotes college enrollment and prepares students for their journey to college graduation. Its programs educate, guide, and support students through submitting applications, qualifying for financial aid, and admissions.

Available Position(s): Program Director

http://latinoucollege.org

Lower Manhattan Cultural Council  (Table 1)  I, N

Lower Manhattan Cultural Council (LMCC) empowers artists by providing them with networks, resources, and support, to create vibrant, sustainable communities in Lower Manhattan and beyond. In 2016, LMCC awarded approximately half a million dollars in grants, placed 100 individuals and arts groups in our studio residency programs, as well as presented over 60 days of free cultural experiences for the public to enjoy.

Available Position(s): Internship and Volunteer Program

http://www.lmcc.net

Maimonides Medical Center  (Table 80)  F

Maimonides Medical Center (MMC) is a fully licensed, 700-bed acute tertiary care facility located in Brooklyn, NY and one of the largest independent teaching hospitals in the United States. The hospital has a staff of renowned physicians, offers more than 70 primary care and subspecialty programs, and is nationally recognized for its clinical excellence and use of technology. Maimonides is a not-for-profit, voluntary hospital, and is a major teaching affiliate of SUNY-Brooklyn, the New York College of Osteopathic Medicine, and St. George’s University.

Available Position(s): Performance Improvement Specialist / Data Analyst

http://www.maimonidesmed.org
Manatt Health (Table 92)  F, I, V, N

Manatt Health is the interdisciplinary health policy and business strategy advisory division of Manatt, Phelps and Phillips, LLP, one of the nation’s preeminent health care law and consulting firms. It is comprised of a dedicated team of approximately 50 professionals providing their knowledge and expertise to leading healthcare organizations to strategize and help resolve complex issues to help improve quality, efficiency, and safety of care. Manatt Health attracts a wide range of for-profit and non-profit clients in both the public and private sectors including healthcare providers, coalitions and associations of providers, health plans and other payers, foundations, health information technology vendors, and federal and state government.

Available Position(s): Consultant (NY, SF, DC), Summer Analyst (NY, SF, DC)

https://www.manatt.com/manatt-health

Mavencare (Table 84)  F, I, N

Mavencare is a startup home care agency that leverages technology to improve efficiency, clinical quality, and the customer experience. The firm’s proprietary technology optimizes caregiver vetting and hiring, matches clients with HHAs, collects community-based data (ADLs and other clinical data points), and serves as a communication hub among stakeholders (i.e., families, and the rest of the care team).

Available Position(s): Community Sales, Medicaid Enrollment, Clinical Leads, and Operations Positions

https://mavencare.com

MAXIMUS (Table 91)  F, I, V, N

With a focus on more effective and efficient government programs, MAXIMUS has operated under its founding mission of “Helping Government Serve the People” for nearly 40 years. The firm’s 12,000 professionals deliver high-quality business process solutions and specialized consulting services for government agencies across North America, Australia, the United Kingdom and Saudi Arabia. Together, MAXIMUS offers better solutions that lead to better lives for participants of health, welfare-to-work, and child support programs.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.maximus.com

Mental Health Association of NYC (Table 38)  F, I, V

For more than 50 years, the Mental Health Association of NYC’s work with people impacted by behavioral health challenges has been consistent, responsive, and expansive. The organization’s multi-faceted approach allows it to serve an increasing number of children, families, and adults every year. Last year, the Mental Health Association of NYC was able to transform the lives of more than one million Americans. It has been recognized as a leading provider of innovative mental health services, advocacy, and education in New York City and nationwide.

Available Position(s): Counselor, Masters Level; Licensed Counselor

http://www.mhaofnyc.org
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) (Table 15)  F, I, V

The Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) is North America’s largest transportation network, serving nearly 15 million people in the 5,000-square-mile area from New York City to Long Island, southeastern New York state, and Connecticut. MTA subways, buses, and railroads provide 2.63 billion trips each year – the equivalent of about 1 in every 3 users of mass transit in the U.S. and 2/3 of the nation’s rail riders. MTA bridges and tunnels carry nearly 300 million vehicles a year – more than any bridge and tunnel authority in the nation.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.mta.info

Moody’s Investors Service (Table 49)  F, V

Moody's Investors Service is a leading provider of credit ratings, research, and risk analysis. Moody’s commitment and expertise contributes to transparent and integrated financial markets. The firm’s ratings and analysis track debt covering more than 120 sovereign nations, approximately 11,000 corporate issuers, 21,000 public finance issuers, and 72,000 structured finance obligations. Moody’s Investors Service is a subsidiary of Moody’s Corporation, which reported revenue of $3.5 billion in 2015, employs approximately 10,900 people worldwide, and maintains a presence in 36 countries.

Available Position(s): Associate Analyst 2 (MPA) 2018

http://www.moodys.com

MTA NYC Transit (Table 27)  F, I, V, N

The Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) - NYC Transit is the nation’s largest urban mass transit system and has over 48,000 employees who provide services to 7.5 million customers weekly. MTA NYC Transit operates the New York City Subway system, the New York City Bus system, and the Staten Island Railway. The agency is involved in many green initiatives incorporating environmentally responsible practices.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.mta.info/nyct

New York University (NYU) (Table 29)  F, V

New York University (NYU) is a major research university in New York City. Its primary campus is in the Greenwich Village neighborhood of Manhattan. Founded in 1831 by Albert Gallatin and a group of prominent New Yorkers, NYU has become the largest private, not-for-profit university in the United States with a total enrollment of 39,408 (excluding another 12,526 enrolled in noncredit programs). The University comprises 14 schools, colleges, and divisions, which occupy six major centers across Manhattan. NYU also has its own facilities in London, Paris, Prague, Berlin, Ghana, Madrid and Shanghai.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.nyu.edu
Newark Public Schools  (Table 104)  F

The Newark School District, with 66 schools, 5,595 employees, and a student population of 35,329, is the largest and one of the oldest school systems in New Jersey. Its origin dates back to 1676. Barringer High School, in Newark’s North Ward, is the third oldest public high school in the nation. The ethnic diversity of the city provides a rich educational experience for pre-kindergarten to secondary school students. The district continues to revise its services to meet the changing needs of students.

Available Position(s): Principals, Vice Principals, Director of Budget, Assistant SBA, Director of Communications, Director of Staffing and Recruitment, Bilingual Instructional Program Manager

http://www.nps.k12.nj.us

NYC Dept. of Citywide Administrative Services (DCAS)  (Table 34)  F, V, N

The NYC Dept. of Citywide Administrative Services (DCAS) is the administrative arm of New York City government which is responsible for supporting all City agencies that provide services to the public. Every year DCAS administers over 125 exams for the recruitment of 85% of the City’s workforce of over 300,000 employees. Although DCAS’ primary responsibility is to provide support services to the other City agencies and employees, it also provides opportunities for individuals and businesses to benefit from its many resources.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcas

NYC Dept. of Education, Division of Early Childhood Education  (Table 30)  F

The NYC Department of Education is the branch of municipal government in New York City that manages the city’s public school system. These public schools form the largest district in the United States with over 1 million students taught in more than 1,800 schools.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://schools.nyc.gov

NYC Dept. of Education, Division of Teaching & Learning  (Table 31)  F, V

The NYC Department of Education is the branch of municipal government in New York City that manages the city’s public school system. These public schools form the largest district in the United States with over 1 million students taught in more than 1,800 schools.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://schools.nyc.gov
NYC Dept. of Finance  (Table 11)  F, V

The New York City Department of Finance (DOF) collects more than $36 billion in revenue for the City and values more than one million properties worth a total market value of more than $1 trillion. In addition, DOF records property-related documents, administers exemption and abatement programs, adjudicates and collects parking tickets, maintains the City's treasury, participates on and provides administrative support for the NYC Banking Commission, and acts as the City’s chief civil law enforcement officer.

Available Position(s): Policy Data Analyst

http://www.nyc.gov/finance

NYC Dept. of Health & Mental Hygiene, HRTP  (Table 64)  I, N

HRTP: A Public Health Internship Program at the NYC Health Department is one of the oldest and largest public health traineeships in the country. For over 50 years, HRTP has provided the opportunity for undergraduate, graduate, and professional school students to experience some of the "real life" challenges of public health. By working on current relevant public health issues under the close supervision and mentorship of experienced professionals, students apply classroom learning to practical problems in a closely matched practicum and, in the process, learn critical skills needed to excel in the field.

Available Position(s): Internships

https://www1.nyc.gov/site/doh/about/employment/hrtp-internship.page

NYC Dept. of Housing Preservation & Development (HPD)  (Table 83)  F, I

The New York City Department of Housing Preservation and Development (HPD) is the largest municipal housing preservation and development agency in the nation. The agency’s mission is to promote housing equality and create and sustain viable neighborhoods for New Yorkers through housing education, outreach, loan and development programs, and enforcement of housing standards.

Available Position(s): Project Managers, Summer Internships

http://www.nyc.gov/hpd

NYC Dept. of Information Technology and Telecommunications (DoITT)  (Table 48)  F, V, N

The NYC Dept. of Information Technology and Telecommunications (DoITT) provides for the sustained, efficient, and effective delivery of IT services, infrastructure, and telecommunications to enhance service delivery to New York City’s residents, businesses, employees, and visitors. As the City's technology leader, DoITT is responsible for maintaining the foundational IT infrastructure and systems that touch every aspect of City life from public safety to human services, from education to economic development, crossing the full spectrum of governmental operations.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.nyc.gov/html/doitt
NYC Dept. of Probation (Table 43)  F, N

The New York City Department of Probation helps build stronger and safer communities by working with and supervising people on probation, fostering positive change in their decision-making and behavior, and expanding opportunities for them to move out of the criminal and juvenile justice systems through meaningful education, employment, health services, family engagement and civic participation.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.nyc.gov/html/prob

NYC Dept. of Small Business Services (SBS) (Table 17)  F, I, L

The NYC Dept. of Small Business Services (SBS) is a vibrant, client-centered agency whose mission is to serve New York’s small businesses, jobseekers, and commercial districts. SBS makes it easier for businesses in New York City to form, do business, and grow by providing direct assistance to business owners, fostering neighborhood development in commercial districts, and linking employers to a skilled and qualified workforce.

Available Position(s): Program Manager, Capacity Building; Program Manager, Vendor Services / PTAC; Fiscal Manager; Supervisor, Certification; Outreach Interns

http://www.nyc.gov/html/sbs

NYC Dept. of Transportation (DOT) (Table 94)  F, I, V, N

The mission of the NYC Dept. of Transportation is to provide for the safe, efficient, and environmentally responsible movement of people and goods in the City of New York and to maintain and enhance the transportation infrastructure crucial to the economic vitality and quality of life of its primary customers, City residents. The agency’s work is guided by Sustainable Streets, the Strategic Plan for the NYC Dept. of Transportation 2008, and Beyond.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.nyc.gov/html/dot

NYC Economic Development Corporation (NYCEDC) (Table 5)  F, V, N

The New York City Economic Development Corporation is the City’s primary vehicle for promoting economic growth in each of the five boroughs. NYCEDC’s mission is to stimulate job growth through expansion and redevelopment programs that encourage investment, generate prosperity, and strengthen the City’s competitive position. NYCEDC serves as an advocate to the business community by building relationships with companies that allow them to take advantage of New York City’s many opportunities.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.nycedc.com
NYC Health + Hospitals (Table 7) F, I, V, N
NYC Health + Hospitals is an integrated healthcare system of hospitals, neighborhood health centers, long-term care, nursing homes and home care - the public safetynet healthcare system of New York City. NYC Health + Hospitals is committed to the health and well-being of all New Yorkers and offers a wide range of high quality and affordable healthcare services to keep its patients healthy and to address the needs of New York City’s diverse populations.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.nychealthandhospitals.org

NYC Housing Authority (NYCHA) (Table 90) I, N
The New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) provides decent and affordable housing in a safe and secure living environment for low and moderate-income residents throughout the five boroughs. To fulfill this mission, this organization must preserve its aging housing stock through timely maintenance and modernization of its developments. NYCHA also administers a citywide Section 8 Leased Housing Program in rental apartments. Simultaneously, it works to enhance the quality of life at NYCHA by offering its residents opportunities to participate in a multitude of community, educational and recreational programs, as well as job readiness and training initiatives.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.nyc.gov/nycha

NYC Housing Development Corporation (HDC) (Table 40) F
The New York City Housing Development Corporation (HDC) is the nation’s number one issuer of bonds for multi-family affordable housing. Established as a public benefit corporation by the State of New York in 1971, HDC is responsible for financing the creation and preservation of affordable housing within the five boroughs of New York City. The financing provided by HDC is in the form of low-cost mortgages made through the sale of tax-exempt and taxable bonds. Its programs are designed for multi-family rental housing and cooperative developments and serve a wide range of income segments from very-low to middle-income tenants.

Available Position(s): Director, Government Relations; Portfolio Analyst; Communications Specialist

http://nychdc.com

NYC Independent Budget Office (IBO) (Table 62) F
The mission of the NYC Independent Budget Office (IBO), an independent city agency, is to provide nonpartisan budgetary, economic, and policy analysis for the residents of New York City and their elected officials, and to increase New Yorkers’ understanding of and participation in the budget process. The agency does this by publishing reports and analyses, and by responding to requests from elected officials and their staffs, community boards, civic groups, the press, and the public. IBO’s research and executive staff consists of about 35 professionals with diverse experience and training in public policy, public administration, economics, finance, business, and law.

Available Position(s): Economist

http://www.ibo.nyc.ny.us
NYC Mayor’s Office of Contract Services  (Table 79)  F, I, V

Although largely unseen by the public, a well-functioning procurement system is vital to the City’s ability to deliver the essential services that its citizens expect and demand. Since its inception in 1988, the fundamental mission of the Mayor’s Office of Contract Services (MOCS) has been to assist City agencies in complying with procurement procedures and achieving their programmatic missions; to improve their contract management practices; and to provide technical assistance, particularly in the area of business integrity assessment.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.nyc.gov/mocs

NYC Office of Management & Budget (OMB)  (Table 102)  F, I, V, N

The Mayor’s Office of Management and Budget (OMB) is the City government’s chief financial agency. OMB’s staff of more than 350 analysts and experts assembles and oversees both the expense budget and capital budget. The City of New York funds the activities of approximately 70 agencies with more than 300,000 full-time and full-time equivalent employees. In addition, OMB plays many other important roles. Among these, the agency is charged with evaluating the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of City services and proposals. OMB’s economists provide vital information to government officials on the local, United States and world economies. The agency also helps implement the City’s borrowing and bond programs and conducts legal reviews of capital projects for financing with bond proceeds.

Available Position(s): Budget Analyst, Summer Intern

http://www.nyc.gov/omb

NYC Office of the Mayor  (Table 23)  F, I, N

The Mayor of the City of New York is head of the executive branch of New York City's government. The Mayor's office administers all city services, public property, police and fire protection, most public agencies, and enforces all city and state laws within New York City. As New York City's 109th mayor, Bill de Blasio is committed to fighting the income inequality that has created a 'Tale of Two Cities' across the five boroughs. Mayor de Blasio believes all New Yorkers deserve a chance to succeed in the greatest city on earth. That means every child gets a quality education, every community is safe, and every New Yorker has an affordable place to call home.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.nyc.gov/mayor

NYC Public Service Corps  (Table 51)  I, V, N

The New York City Public Service Corps is the nation’s first and largest off-campus internship program for college students. The Public Service Corps is dedicated to providing undergraduate and graduate students with opportunities to serve their communities, build professional skills and learn about careers in the public sector. A Public Service Corps internship links meaningful community service experience with academic learning, personal growth, and civic responsibility. When students apply their classroom studies to the real world, community needs are met.

Available Position(s): Internships in law, research, finance, social services, and accounting

http://www.nyc.gov/psc
NYC Service  
(Table 53)  
**F, L, V**

NYC Service promotes volunteerism, engages New Yorkers in service, builds volunteer capacity, and mobilizes the power of volunteers to impact NYC’s greatest needs. It was launched in April 2009 in response to President Obama’s national call for volunteerism and a goal of engaging 100 million Americans in service by 2020. NYC Service targets volunteers to address New York City’s greatest needs by mobilizing the power of volunteers to impact six areas: Strengthening Communities, Education Excellence, Economic and Workforce Development, Health and Well Being, Environment, and Emergency Preparedness and Response.

**Available Position(s):**

http://www.nycservice.org

---

NYC Taxi & Limousine Commission  
(Table 59)  
**F, V**

The New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC) is the City agency responsible for oversight of the for-hire vehicle industries in New York City, including the drivers and owners of yellow medallion taxis, green Boro Taxis, community car services, black cars, certain luxury limousines, commuter vans, and paratransit vehicles. These industries serve more than 1,000,000 passengers each day and are a key component of the city’s transportation network. Through functions such as driver background checks, vehicle inspections, and driver education, TLC’s role is to promote the highest standards of safety and consumer protection in the industries it regulates.

**Available Position(s):** Program Analyst, GIS Analyst, Education Analyst

http://www.nyc.gov/tlc

---

NYS Excelsior Service Fellowship Program  
(Table 46)  
**L**

The New York State Excelsior Service Fellowship Program is a funded, two-year fellowship offering talented recent graduates hands on training and experience in New York State government. Excelsior Fellows work full time at host executive-branch agencies, advancing the operational aspects of large policy initiatives. Fellow placements include the Executive Chamber, Empire State Development Corporation, Justice Center, Department of Environmental Conservation, the Port Authority of NY & NJ, and the Department of Corrections and Community Supervision. More than 50% of the first and second classes of Excelsior Fellows were offered permanent positions with the State post-fellowship.

**Available Position(s):** Excelsior Service Fellow

http://www.governor.ny.gov
NYU Langone Medical Center (Table 19)  F, V, N

The NYU Langone Medical Center, one of the nation’s premier centers of excellence in health care and medical research, is located in mid-town Manhattan, New York City. The Hospital’s Center consists of two hospitals: the Tisch Hospital and the Rusk Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine. Tisch Hospital is an acute-care general hospital of 726 beds that annually admits approximately 25,000 patients. The hospital contains a number of important treatment and diagnostic units and is a focus for a wide spectrum of regional patient care programs. The Rusk Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine is the world’s first facility devoted entirely to rehabilitation medicine. Together these hospitals provide a range of superb clinical care matched by only a few centers worldwide.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://nyulangone.org

One Acre Fund (Table 39)  F

Most of the world’s poor are farmers, representing the largest and most uniform group of poor people in the world. One Acre Fund is a growing NGO in Kenya, Rwanda, Burundi, and Tanzania that is innovating a new way of helping farm families to achieve their full potential. Instead of giving handouts, One Acre invests in farmers to generate a permanent gain in farm income. The organization provides farmers with a “market bundle” that includes education, finance, seed and fertilizer, and market access. Their program is proven impactful - every year, One Acre Fund weighs thousands of harvests and measures more than 100% average gain in farm income per acre.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.oneacrefund.org

Open Society Foundations (OSF) (Table 33)  F, N

The Open Society Foundations (OSF) work to build vibrant and tolerant democracies whose governments are accountable to their citizens. To achieve this mission, the Foundations seek to shape public policies that assure greater fairness in political, legal, and economic systems and safeguard fundamental rights. On a local level, the organization implements a range of initiatives to advance justice, education, public health, and independent media. At the same time, it builds alliances across borders and continents on issues such as corruption and freedom of information. The Foundations place a high priority on protecting and improving the lives of people in marginalized communities.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org
Peace Corps (Table 71) F, V
As the preeminent international service organization of the United States, the Peace Corps sends Americans abroad to tackle the most pressing needs of people around the world. Peace Corps volunteers work at the grassroots level toward sustainable change that lives on long after their service - at the same time becoming global citizens and serving their country. When they return home, volunteers bring their knowledge and experiences - and a global outlook - that enriches the lives of those around them.

Available Position(s): Volunteers
http://www.peacecorps.gov

PFM Group (Table 86) F, I, N
The PFM Group is a full-service financial advisor, providing financial and investment advisory services to state and local governments. PFM was organized in 1975 with the sole mission of providing premium quality independent financial advisory services to public entities. The firm is one of the leading independent municipal, financial, and investment advisory companies in the United States, with 39 locations and over 550 employees throughout the country.

Available Position(s): Management and Budget Consulting Analyst, Public Finance Analyst
http://www.pfm.com

Philanthropy New York (Table 57) L
Philanthropy New York is the principal professional community of 280+ private, corporate, family, and public grantmaking organizations based in the New York City region. It provides a broad range of services to over 3,500 individual philanthropic professionals and trustees of those organizations. Taken together, Philanthropy New York’s members provide support totaling over $5.5 billion each year to thousands of nonprofit organizations located in New York and around the world, which in turn focus on an almost endless range of issues and concerns. Created as a nonprofit organization in 1979 by New York City-based foundations, Philanthropy New York’s primary mission is to support its members’ work to serve the public good.

Available Position(s): Public Policy Fellow
http://philanthropynewyork.org

PlanetCivic (Table 4) F, I, N
PlanetCivic is a new social media platform focused on transforming the way citizens interact with each other and with local governments to bring about positive change in our communities.

Available Position(s): Social Media Intern, Policy Advisor, Community Outreach Strategist
http://www.planetcivic.com
Port Authority of NY & NJ (Table 58)  F, I, V, N

Founded in 1921, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey builds, operates, and maintains many of the most important transportation and trade infrastructure assets in the country. The agency’s network of aviation, ground, rail, and seaport facilities is among the busiest in the country, supports more than 550,000 regional jobs, and generates more than $23 billion in annual wages and $80 billion in annual economic activity. The Port Authority also owns and manages the 16-acre World Trade Center site, where the 1,776-foot-tall One World Trade Center is now the tallest skyscraper in the Western Hemisphere.

Available Position(s): Leadership Fellows, Operations Fellows, Internships

http://www.panynj.gov

Pro Mujer (Table 78)  F, N

Pro Mujer is a leading women’s development organization and a mission-driven social enterprise that harnesses the power of innovation to drive transformative, sustainable ideas to scale. Pro Mujer empowers women to realize their full potential and delivers vital services that help women lift themselves out of the constant crisis of scarcity, run successful businesses, invest in their own wellbeing, and uplift their families and communities. The organization serves more than 250,000 women in Argentina, Bolivia, Mexico, Nicaragua, and Peru.

Available Position(s): Director, Communications; Director, Global Health; Special Assistant to President/CEO

http://www.promujer.org

Progressive Change Campaign Committee (Table 85)  F

Founded in January 2009, the Progressive Change Campaign Committee (PCCC) is a national grassroots organization with a mission of building progressive power. With nearly one million members, the organization helps bold progressive candidates get elected and works with them to govern progressively. In 2014, PCCC supported over 600 progressive candidates and campaigns across the country with its volunteers, fundraising, training program, and technology. The organization focuses on economic populism and democracy issues including expanding Social Security benefits, Wall Street reform and accountability, and bold campaign finance reform.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://boldprogressives.org

ProHealth Care (Table 36)  F

ProHEALTH is a multi-specialty group of physicians represented by over 270 healthcare access points primarily located on Long Island with continuous expansion into the New York Metropolitan Area. ProHEALTH features more than 300 highly skilled physicians with outstanding credentials from nearly every medical specialty working together to care for thousands of patients each month. Many of its physicians are recognized for innovative medical achievements including writing award winning medical journals and conducting research studies.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

https://www.prohealthcare.com
Social Science Research Council (SSRC) (Table 24)  F  
The Social Science Research Council is an independent, international, nonprofit organization founded in 1923. Governed by a board of directors, it fosters innovative research, nurtures new generations of social scientists, deepens how inquiry is practiced within and across disciplines, and mobilizes necessary knowledge on important public issues. The Council is unique in scope and structure. It convenes scholars, practitioners, and policymakers while standing alongside the academy and public affairs. By supporting individual scholars, enhancing the capacity of institutions, generating new research, and linking researchers with policymakers and citizens, the SSRC plays a vital role in efforts to build a more just and democratic world.

Available Position(s): Evaluation Manager, Digital Communications Associate  

http://www.ssrc.org

Synergos Institute (Table 100)  F, I, N  
Synergos is a global nonprofit organization that brings people together to solve complex problems of poverty. Synergos works on issues such as health, nutrition, agriculture, and youth employment – creating opportunities for individuals and communities to thrive. The organization creates, promotes, and sustains collaborations among business, government, civil society, and marginalized communities around the world. Synergos fosters successful collaborations by building trust, designing and implementing change processes, and enhancing the effectiveness of bridging leaders and institutions.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings  

http://www.synergos.org

TED-Ed (Table 35)  F, I, L, V, N
TED-Ed - TED's education initiative - aims to amplify the voices and ideas of teachers and students around the world. TED-Ed's commitment to creating lessons worth sharing is an extension of TED's mission of spreading great ideas. With this philosophy in mind, and with the intention of supporting teachers and sparking the curiosity of learners around the world, TED-Ed is the newest of TED's initiatives. TED-Ed lessons are videos that introduce new topics to learners in an exciting, curiosity-inspiring way. These lessons represent collaborations between expert educators and animators. Each collaboration aims to capture and amplify a great lesson suggested by the TED community.

Available Position(s): Team Coordinator, Programs Intern  

http://ed.ted.com
UN Women (Table 68) F, I, N

UN Women, grounded in the vision of equality enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations, works for the elimination of discrimination against women and girls; the empowerment of women; and the achievement of equality between women and men as partners and beneficiaries of development, human rights, humanitarian action, and peace and security. Placing women’s rights at the center of all its efforts, UN Women leads and coordinates UN system efforts to ensure that commitments on gender equality and gender mainstreaming translate into action throughout the world. UN Women works with governments, UN sister agencies, civil society organizations, regional economic commissions, academic and research institutions, and multilateral partners to promote women’s economic empowerment and increase their access to economic opportunities, especially for those who are most vulnerable and excluded.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.unwomen.org

UNICEF (Table 72) F, I, N

The United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) is made up of more than 10,000 women and men working around the world to promote and protect the rights of children. The organization's professional staff works closely with their government counterparts and with non-governmental organizations in all aspects of program development, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation. The staff also advocates for children's rights and contributes to their well-being through programs that help them survive and thrive to adulthood, and that provide essential medicines, vaccines, educational, health and emergency supplies. In over 190 countries and territories, UNICEF brings its influence to bear on the individuals and institutions that serve the youngest generation.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

https://www.unicef.org

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) (Table 61) F, I, N

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) works in over 170 countries and territories, helping to achieve the eradication of poverty, and the reduction of inequalities and exclusion. The organization helps countries to develop policies, leadership skills, partnering abilities, institutional capabilities, and resilience in order to sustain development results. Inclusive growth, better services, environmental sustainability, good governance, and security are fundamental to development progress. UNDP offers its expertise in development thinking and practice, and its decades of experience to support countries in meeting their development aspirations and bringing the voices of the world’s peoples into deliberations. UNDP is currently continuing its work to support the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the 17 new Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), or Global Goals, as they help shape global sustainable development for the next 15 years.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.undp.org
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) (Table 75) F, N

UNHCR, the UN Refugee Agency, was created in 1950, during the aftermath of the Second World War, to help millions of Europeans who had fled or lost their homes. Today, over 66 years later, the organization is still hard at work, providing protection and assistance to refugees around the world. UNHCR now has more than 10,700 staff members in 128 countries with a budget of USD $6.54 billion in 2016. During UNHCR’s lifetime, the organization helped well over 50 million refugees to successfully restart their lives.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.unhcr.org

United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) (Table 65) I, N

UNFPA, the United Nations Population Fund, is an international development agency that promotes the right of every woman, man, and child to enjoy a life of health and equal opportunity. UNFPA supports countries in using population data for policies and programmes to reduce poverty and to ensure that every pregnancy is wanted, every birth is safe, every young person is free of HIV/AIDS, and every girl and woman is treated with dignity and respect.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.unfpa.org

US Dept. of Health & Human Services, Office of the Inspector General (Table 103) I, V

Since its 1976 establishment, the Office of the Inspector General of the US Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) has been at the forefront of the Nation’s efforts to fight waste, fraud, and abuse in Medicare, Medicaid and more than 300 other HHS programs. The Office of Evaluation and Inspections (OEI) is one component of the Office of the Inspector General. Its mission is to conduct national evaluations to provide the Department of Health and Human Services, Congress, and the public with timely, useful, and reliable information on significant issues. Specifically, these evaluations focus on preventing fraud, waste, or abuse and promoting economy, efficiency, and effectiveness in departmental programs.

Available Position(s): Student Interns

http://www.oig.hhs.gov

US Government Accountability Office (GAO) (Table 25) F, I, V

The US Government Accountability Office (GAO) is an independent, nonpartisan agency that works for Congress. Often called the “congressional watchdog,” GAO investigates how the federal government spends taxpayer dollars. The mission of the agency is to support the Congress in meeting its constitutional responsibilities and to help improve the performance and ensure the accountability of the federal government for the benefit of the American people. GAO provides Congress with timely information that is objective, fact-based, nonpartisan, non-ideological, fair, and balanced.

Available Position(s): Deputy Chief Information Officer, Administrative Officer, Management Analyst, Student Volunteer Intern, Librarian

http://www.gao.gov
Vera Institute of Justice (Table 106) I, N

The Vera Institute of Justice combines expertise in research, demonstration projects, and technical assistance to help leaders in government and civil society improve the systems people rely on for justice and safety. Vera is an independent, nonpartisan, nonprofit center for justice policy and practice, with offices in New York City, Washington, DC, New Orleans, and Los Angeles. Its projects and reform initiatives, typically conducted in partnership with local, state, or national officials, are located across the United States and around the world.

Available Position(s): Spring 2017 Executive Internship

http://www.vera.org

Visiting Nurse Service of New York (VNSNY) (Table 14) F, V, N

Founded in 1893, the Visiting Nurse Service of New York (VNSNY) is the largest not-for-profit home- and community-based health care organization in the United States, serving the five boroughs of New York City and Nassau, Suffolk and Westchester Counties. VNSNY focuses on promoting the health and well-being of patients and families by providing high-quality, cost-effective health care to vulnerable individuals in their homes and communities. VNSNY also provides hospice and palliative care to patients at the end of life, operates an array of community mental health services, and private pay home services through Partners in Care. On any given day, the organization has approximately 33,000 patients in its care. In 2015, VNSNY clinicians made over 1.5 million home- and community-based professional visits, serving over 151,000 patients.

Available Position(s): Associate Project Manager, Solution Development; Manager, Actuarial Services; Project Manager, Program Planning; Senior Analyst, Performance & Innovation

https://www.vnsny.org

YWCA of the City of New York (Table 42) F, I

The YWCA of the City of New York is dedicated to empowering women, eliminating racism, and promoting peace, justice, freedom, and dignity for all. The YWCA empowers women for success and leadership in their lives, jobs, and communities through job training and support services, educational childcare, and after-school programs. To support and implement these resources, the organization partners with businesses, government agencies, and other not-for-profits, and advocates on behalf of the clients it serves.

Available Position(s): Various positions - please check the website for listings

http://www.ywccanyc.org